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a b s t r a c t
Vowel-intrinsic fundamental frequency (IF0), the phenomenon that high vowels tend to have a higher fundamental
frequency (f0) than low vowels, has been studied for over a century, but its causal mechanism is still controversial.
The most commonly accepted “tongue-pull” hypothesis successfully explains the IF0 difference between high and
low vowels but fails to account for gradient IF0 differences among low vowels. Moreover, previous studies that
investigated the articulatory correlates of IF0 showed inconsistent results and did not appropriately distinguish
between the tongue and the jaw. The current study used articulatory and acoustic data from two large corpora
of American English (44 speakers in total) to examine the separate contributions of tongue and jaw height on
IF0. Using data subsetting and stepwise linear regression, the results showed that both the jaw and tongue heights
were positively correlated with vowel f0, but the contribution of the jaw to IF0 was greater than that of the tongue.
These results support a dual mechanism hypothesis in which the tongue-pull mechanism contributes to raising f0
in non-low vowels while a secondary “jaw-push” mechanism plays a more important role in lowering f0 for non-high
vowels.
Ó 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In vowel production, an important intrinsic property known
as vowel-intrinsic fundamental frequency (IF0), also termed
intrinsic pitch, is the general tendency for high vowels to have
higher fundamental frequency (f0) than low vowels. IF0 was
ﬁrst discovered in German (Meyer, 1896) and has been studied for more than a century (e.g., Black, 1949; Shadle, 1985;
Taylor, 1933; Whalen & Levitt, 1995). It appears that IF0 is a
language-universal phenomenon1 that is more likely to be
physiologically driven than deliberately introduced, and the
effect size of IF0 is f0-dependent (i.e., the IF0 effect was
observed in higher voice frequency ranges but not in lower
ones) (e.g., Ladd & Silverman, 1984; Shadle, 1985; Steele,
1986; Whalen & Levitt, 1995). Many causal explanations have
been proposed and tested, only to be discarded due to lack of
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support from experimental data. For example, the “acoustic coupling account” is a hypothesized aerodynamic effect proposing
that vocal tract resonance can attract the frequency of the vocal
fold vibration when the two frequencies are close to each other;
it was tested by Beil (1962) and Ewan (1979) but subsequently
failed to be replicated (see Hoole & Honda, 2011 for a comprehensive review). The debate about the underlying mechanism of
IF0 continues, and there are three main streams of hypotheses
that have been proposed to account for the phenomenon: (1)
biomechanical linkage, (2) perceptual enhancement, and (3)
phonologization. These are separately discussed below.
1.1. Biomechanical linkage account

The most representative biomechanical account for IF0 is
the tongue-pull hypothesis, ﬁrst suggested by Ladefoged. He
noted that “the tongue is attached to the superior part of the
hyoid bone, and some of the laryngeal muscles are attached
to the inferior part. When the tongue is raised these laryngeal
muscles are stretched, and the tension of the vocal cords is
increased” (Ladefoged, 1968, p. 41). This view was challenged
by the fact that the height of the larynx-hyoid structure (commonly believed to be a correlate of f0) for the vowel /u/ is lower
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than that for the vowel /ɑ/, opposite of the expected order for
IF0 given the lower acoustic height (higher F1) for the latter
vowel (e.g., Ewan & Krones, 1974; Ladefoged, DeClerk,
Lindau, & Papçun, 1972; Sundberg, 1969). However, Ohala
(1973) argued that this fact does not necessarily preclude
the association of tongue height and vocal fold tension, and
proposed a modiﬁed version of tongue-pull in which tongue
raising acts to elevate the ventricular fold and concomitantly
increases the vertical tension of the vocal fold. On the one
hand this account was supported in studies that showed correlation of ventricle size with IF0 (Shimizu, 1960, 1961; Van den
Berg, 1955). On the other hand, Rossi and Autesserre (1981)
presented xeroradiographic measurements to argue that the
advancement of the tongue root may increase f0 by stretching
the soft tissue (mucous membrane) between the epiglottis and
vocal fold, resulting in increased size of the laryngeal vestibule.
Supported with electromyographic (EMG) data, Honda (1983)
offered an explanation that the contraction of the posterior
genioglossus (GGP), an action associated with the production
of high vowels, pulls forward the hyoid bone and rotates the
thyroid cartilage, thus increasing the longitudinal tension of
the vocal fold. In a review of the data Hoole and Honda
(2011) suggest that Honda (1983)’s explanation may be the
most widely accepted version of the tongue-pull hypothesis.
However, one piece of evidence against all biomechanical link
hypotheses comes from the reported IF0 effect in the esophageal speech of laryngectomy patients (Gandour & Weinberg,
1980). Since any possible link between the vocal tract and larynx is removed in laryngectomy patients, the existence of an
IF0 pattern in those patients cannot be a “direct” consequence
of a biomechanical link. However, Whalen, Gick, Kumada, and
Honda (1999) explained that this fact may be due to a deliberate re-introduction of IF0 of the esophageal speakers that was
formerly automatically driven, probably for the purpose of
increasing naturalness, and it is not incompatible with the
biomechanical account for IF0.
1.2. Perceptual enhancement account

Researchers have also proposed that IF0 might be due to
deliberate enhancement in production for the purpose of distinguishing vowels, instead of being caused by an automatic process such as tongue-pull or acoustic coupling (e.g., Diehl &
Kluender, 1989; Kingston, 1992). Diehl and Kluender (1989)
suggested that the covariation of f0 and tongue height may
be an instance of speakers deliberately enhancing the phonological contrasts, based on the perceptual results of
Traunmüller (1981), in which the judgements of vowel openness depended on the distance between f0 and F1, instead
of just F1. This perceptual enhancement hypothesis received
the most direct support from EMG studies reporting higher
cricothyroid (CT) activity in high vowels (e.g., Autesserre
et al., 1987; Dyhr, 1990; Honda & Fujimura, 1991). CT activity
is known to be the primary muscle responding for the active
control of f0 (Löfqvist, Baer, McGarr, & Story, 1989), and so
higher CT activity in high vowels entails a greater degree of
deliberate f0 raising. However, those studies had limited sample sizes and did not single out the vowel height effect from
other factors that might increase CT activity, such as prosodic
function. To mitigate this issue, Whalen et al. (1999) designed

EMG experiments with tone matching conditions to control for
active pitch control other than the effect of vowel categories.
They reported that only one of four American English speakers
showed a pattern of CT activity conforming to the (deliberate)
perceptual enhancement hypothesis for IF0, and that the magnitude of CT activity only poorly explained observed changes in
f0 for all speakers.
1.3. Phonologization account and remaining issues

Honda and Fujimura (1991) proposed that while the effects
of IF0 likely originate from biomechanical links, these effects
may then undergo phonologization and thus become deliberate enhancements produced by some speakers. This account
seems to be the only hypothesis that is compatible with all
pieces of evidence observed so far. However, while the consensus is that IF0 is best explained by some kind of biomechanical link at least for its origin, the current biomechanical
hypotheses are not completely satisfactory. One problem for
the widely accepted tongue-pull hypothesis is that it predicts
that IF0 differences can be observed between high and low
vowels and among high vowels due to different degrees of
GGP pull, but not among low vowels, since posterior
genioglossus retraction is not necessary for producing low
vowels (Honda & Fujimura, 1991). However, this prediction
(i.e., no IF0 in low vowels) is not fulﬁlled as IF0 differences
between low vowels have been observed in many previous
studies (e.g., Honda & Fujimura, 1991; Hoole &
Mooshammer, 2002; Iivonen, 1989; Peterson & Barney,
1952; Turner & Verhoeven, 2011) as well as in our own data.
To the best of our knowledge, this issue for the tongue-pull
hypothesis has not been previously raised in the literature.
1.4. Mandibular contribution to f0

An explanation for residual effects not accounted for by the
tongue-pull hypothesis may be found in the jaw contribution to
f0 variability. Co-variation of the mandible position with fundamental frequency has long been noted in the literature. Using
cineradiography, Zawadzki and Gilbert (1989) reported that
three of ﬁve American English speakers had higher correlations of f0 with the vertical position of the mandible (lower
mandible position associated with lower f0) than with tongue
height. Fischer-Jørgensen (1990) measured jaw opening as
the distance between the upper and lower incisors in video
recordings and tongue height as the minimal distance between
the two lateral contacts on the palate in static palatography in
ﬁve German speakers. She found that jaw opening was in better agreement with f0 (wider jaw opening associated with lower
f0) than tongue height; however, tongue height was measured
only for the four non-low front vowels [i:, e, ɪ, e:] in German.
Pape and Mooshammer (2006) measured the articulatory positions of the tongue, lip, and jaw using Electromagnetic Midsagittal
Articulography
(EMMA)
and
f0
with
electroglottography (EGG) in three German speakers, with a
special focus on the IF0 differences between the German
tense-lax vowel opposition. They entered the tongue, jaw,
and lip positions in regression models and showed that tongue
height explained the greatest amount of variance of f0 for two
of three speakers; this is somewhat at odds with Zawadzki and
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Gilbert (1989) and Fischer-Jørgensen (1990)’s results. However, their results may not be directly comparable because
the extent of mechanical linkage between articulators and
vocal fold tension may be underestimated due to likely active
control of f0 for German lax vowels, thus overlaying the
mechanical IF0 differences (Hoole & Honda, 2011; Pape &
Mooshammer, 2006)2. Most recently, Erickson, Honda, and
Kawahara (2017) studied articulatory and acoustic correlates
of contrastive emphatic conditions in American English using
X-ray microbeam data from six speakers taken from Erickson
(2002) and Westbury and Fujimura (1989). They reported that
emphasized syllables consistently showed a higher f0 and lower
jaw position for all six speakers, with a more anterior jaw position
for ﬁve of the six. To explain the association between a lower jaw
position and higher f0 (contradicting the previously found positive correlations of jaw height and f0), Erickson et al. (2017) suggested that while mandible lowering (rotational movement)
pushes back the hyoid bone and thyroid cartilage and slackens
the vocal folds, mandible protrusion (translational movement)
pulls forward the hyoid bone and thyroid cartilage and stretches
the vocal folds; thus, the co-existence of jaw fronting in emphasized syllables may compensate for the effect of a reduced f0
through jaw lowering.
1.5. Interim summary and research goals

To summarize, the contribution of the jaw to IF0 remains
uncertain, partly due to low sample sizes, inconsistent results,
and lack of thorough and large-scale physiological measurements in the related studies. More importantly, since tongue
height and jaw height are also highly correlated in vowel production (e.g., low vowels are usually produced with both lower
tongue and lower jaw positions), the positive correlations of f0
with tongue and jaw height reported in previous studies might
have been due to collinearity effects. Therefore, in this study,
we aimed to distinguish between the contributions of the tongue and jaw articulators to the magnitude of IF0, compensating
for collinearity if present. Speciﬁcally, we employed two techniques: (1) data subsetting and (2) stepwise regression to
maintain the relative independence of tongue and jaw height.
Using data subsets in which the tongue and jaw are determined a priori to be relatively uncorrelated, we can test
whether the tongue articulator is the only (or dominant) causal
factor for IF0: We expect to see a positive correlation of f0 with
tongue height and no (or little) correlation of f0 with the jaw, and
vice versa if the jaw is the only (or dominant) factor in IF0.
Alternatively, if the uncorrelated tongue and jaw heights are
both positively correlated with f0, a hypothesis of dual mechanism is supported, such that tongue-pull accounts for increasing f0 in high vowels while jaw-push accounts for decreasing f0
in low vowels.
2. Method
2.1. Data and measurements

The data were taken from two existing corpora of simultaneous articulatory and acoustic recordings: (1) the X-ray
2
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microbeam database (XRMB) (Westbury, 1994) and (2) the
Haskins IEEE rate comparison database (HIRCD)3 (Tiede
et al., 2017). Both corpora comprise simultaneous recordings
of articulatory movements (sampling rates = 145.6 Hz and
100 Hz in XRMB and HIRCD, respectively) and acoustic signals
(sampling rates = 21.7 kHz and 44.1 kHz in XRMB and HIRCD,
respectively), produced by American English speakers, labeled
using forced alignment of the acoustics (P2FA; Yuan &
Liberman, 2008). We selected 8 monophthong vowels of American English (/ɑ, ɔ, æ, ʌ, e, ɪ, u, i/) produced with primary stress
from 36 speakers (21 female) in XRMB and 8 speakers (4
female) in HIRCD, totaling 43 890 vowel samples. Any tokens
shorter than 50 ms and vowels followed by a nasal were
excluded. The average number of samples per vowel for each
speaker was 120. The speech materials in XRMB comprised
citation words, short and long sentences, and paragraphs.
Those in HIRCD were 720 phonetically balanced short sentences (“Harvard sentences”, IEEE, 1969) produced at normal
and fast rates (however, only the sentences produced at a normal rate were used in this study).
The articulatory movements in XRMB were tracked by rasterized focused X-ray sweeps following gold pellets midsagittally placed at four points on the tongue (T1 ~ T4), upper lip
(UL), lower lip (LL), lower incisor (JAW), and left molar. For
HIRCD, kinematic data were acquired by using an electromagnetic articulography (EMA) system (NDI WAVE) that tracks
three-dimensional motions of coil sensors attached to three
points on the tongue (T1 ~ T3), upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL),
lower incisor (JAW), and canine tooth (JawL). Fig. 1 illustrates
the locations of kinematic tracking on the mid-sagittal plane for
XRMB and HIRCD. Both corpora were aligned to each speaker’s occlusal plane.
The most anterior points on the tongue (T1) in both corpora
were located at approximately one cm posterior to the tongue
apex; the most posterior points on the tongue (T4 in XRMB and
T3 in HIRCD) were attached as far back as possible given
speaker tongue protrusion, and the remaining tongue point(s)
were placed roughly equidistant between them. Fig. 2 displays
the relative distances from the tongue tip (T1) to the other tongue points for both corpora. Each circle indicates the average
distance of a tongue point to T1 for a speaker, and the short
horizontal bar represents the mean across speakers.
To combine data from the four tongue pellets of the XRMB
corpus with that of the three tongue sensors of the HIRCD corpus, we identiﬁed the highest vertical position reached across
all the three or four tongue points as our operational tongue
height measurement maxTy. We then calculated the ﬁrst principal component (PC1) of the vertical and horizontal coordinates of JAW across all samples, normalized such that
positive values indicate upward movement. For each sample,
the projection of the JAW signal onto PC1 was deﬁned as
the jaw height measurement JH, representing a function of
jaw opening and closing with the positive sign assigned to
the closing direction, as shown in Fig. 3. For ease of visualization, we created a new variable -F1 as the negated ﬁrst formant, so that intrinsic f0 could be shown as positive
correlations of f0 with both acoustic and articulatory variables.

3
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Fig. 1. Schematic plots on the mid-sagittal plane for the kinematic tracking points in (a) the X-ray microbeam database (XRMB) and (b) the Haskins IEEE rate comparison database
(HIRCD). Dotted lines in both (a) and (b) represent the traces of lower teeth on the speaker’s left-hand side.

PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2019) with a manually determined acceptable f0 range (the variables ‘pitch ﬂoor’ and ‘pitch
ceiling’ in PRAAT) for each speaker. The analysis window for
f0 tracking varied with the preset minimum value of f0 (window
size = 3000/‘pitch ﬂoor’ in ms). Formant frequencies were measured by the ‘seeding’ method (Chen, Whalen, & Shadle,
2019), in which static resonance frequencies were estimated
by the Burg LPC method (window size = 45 ms; step
size = 2 ms; number of LPC coefﬁcients = 14; pre-emp from
50 Hz; cut-off frequency = 5000 Hz for male and 5500 Hz for
female) in PRAAT, and then tracked by the Viterbi algorithm
with vowel-speciﬁc references (i.e., seeds) based on the mean
ﬁrst three formant frequencies reported in Peterson and
Barney (1952).
2.2. Statistics
Fig. 2. Relative distances from the tongue tip (T1) to the other tongue points for XRMB
(left) and HIRCD (right). Horizontal lines indicate the means.

The most common parametric measure of association
between variables is the Pearson correlation. However,
because the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient is well-known for
being easily distorted by outliers (Rousseeuw, 1984), we
adopted a “robust correlation” approach, speciﬁcally, the
‘skipped-correlation’ in the ‘Robust correlation toolbox’
(Pernet, Wilcox, & Rousselet, 2013), which determines a
robust center of data and outliers based on a minimum covariance determinant (MCD) estimator.
We ﬁtted a series of linear mixed effect (LME) models by
using the lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and
lmerTest (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) packages in R (R Core Team, 2020). Post-hoc comparisons were
carried out using the multcomp (Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall,
2008) package and marginal effects were estimated by the effects (Fox & Weisberg, 2019) package. Details of models are
described in the following sections.
3. Results
3.1. Initial test of IF0

Fig. 3. Schematic plot of jaw height (JH) as the ﬁrst principal component of the jaw
position (measured by locations of the lower incisor). Dotted line represents a lower jaw
position. UL and LL indicate upper lip and lower lip, respectively.

Articulatory positions and acoustic features were measured
at the midpoint of the acoustically labeled vowel tokens. Fundamental frequencies (f0s) were calculated using the
Boersma (1993) autocorrelation method implemented in

Traditionally, the existence of IF0 has been reported as a
non-negligible difference in f0 between high and low vowels,
and the degree (effect size) of IF0 most commonly measured
as the mean f0 for /i/ (or /u/, or the average of /i/ and /u/) minus
that of /a/ (or /ɑ/) (see Whalen & Levitt, 1995). We followed this
approach as an initial test to conﬁrm the presence of IF0 in our
dataset. Speciﬁcally, for each speaker, we assembled samples
from /i/ and /u/ as the group of high vowels, and from /a/ as the
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group of low vowels, and then compared the f0 values between
the two groups. A two-sample t-test was carried out to test if
the mean f0 of the high vowel group was signiﬁcantly higher
than that of the low vowel group. The p-values were then
adjusted by controlling the familywise type-I error to be less
than 5% with the False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Benjamini &
Hochberg, 1995). Among all (44) speakers, 42 had a higher
mean f0 for the high vowel group than for the low vowel group,
and 39 of the 42 comparisons were signiﬁcant (FDR-adjusted
p < 0.05).
Fig. 4 presents the overall pattern of f0 and F1 for the eight
vowels across the 44 speakers, sorted roughly from low (left)
to high (right) vowels. The f0 and F1 values presented in this
ﬁgure were speaker-normalized by subtracting the median
value of all data within-speaker; this was done only for visualization purposes. Each datapoint indicates the median of the
samples for each vowel produced by one speaker. For the correlation analyses, the original values of f0 were used (not normalized). The curved lines represent the probability density
functions ﬁtted by kernel density estimation. As shown in
Fig. 4, there is a general trend of increasing f0 (top panel) from
low to higher vowels, and roughly the opposite trend in the F1
values (bottom panel), demonstrating the effect of IF0.
We further ﬁtted an LME model by entering vowel category
and gender as the ﬁxed effects and a random intercept of
speaker. The model-predicted marginal effects of vowels are
plotted in Fig. 5, which resembles the raw by-speaker means
in Fig. 4a. Pairwise post-hoc comparisons reveal that the F0
means for all vowel categories all signiﬁcantly differ from each
other, except for three pairs: /ɔ, æ/, /ʌ, e/, and /u, i/. The model
predicts that the mean F0 for English vowels has the following
order: /ɑ/ < /ɔ, æ/ < /ʌ, e/ < /ɪ/ < /u, i/.
3.2. Articulatory and acoustic correlates of IF0

To explore the articulatory correlates of IF0, we calculated
the correlations of f0 values with the articulatory variables JH

Fig. 4. Distributions of f0 (top panel) and F1 (bottom panel) for 44 speakers, sorted from
low (left) to high (right) vowels. Normalization was done by subtracting the median value
within-speaker. Each datapoint indicates the median of one speaker for a vowel. Each
curved line represents the probability density function for a vowel. Horizontal lines delimit
quartiles 1 ~ 3.

5

Fig. 5. Marginal effects of vowels predicted by an LME model (f0 ~ Vowel + Gender + (1|
Speaker)). P values of pairwise post-hoc comparisons are displayed only for nonsigniﬁcant pairs.

and maxTy and the acoustic variable F1 separately for each
speaker. The horizontal components of all tongue measurements did not show appreciable correlations with f0 and are
thus subsequently ignored here. In Fig. 6, each datapoint indicates a coefﬁcient for one speaker, and the curved lines represent the distributions of the correlation coefﬁcients for 44
speakers. Shaded circles indicate the individual correlation
coefﬁcient for that speaker was signiﬁcantly different from zero
(FDR-adjusted p < 0.05); unﬁlled diamond symbols indicate
non-signiﬁcant correlation coefﬁcients. We henceforth abbreviate the correlation of f0 with jaw height JH as Cor(f0, JH), with
tongue height maxTy as Cor(f0, maxTy), and with F1 as Cor
(f0, F1). As shown in Fig. 6, Cor(f0, JH), Cor(f0, maxTy), and
Cor(f0, F1) are all signiﬁcantly positive and with similar
slopes. The positive correlation of Cor(f0, F1) is consistent
with the traditional view of IF0: high vowels (low F1) have
higher f0. Both JH and maxTy are positively correlated with
f0, suggesting that both jaw height and tongue height contribute to IF0. The means of Cor(f0, JH), Cor(f0, maxTy) and
Cor(f0, F1) were 0.25 (SD = 0.13), 0.21 (0.10) and 0.24
(0.12), respectively, and 29 of 44 speakers had higher Cor
(f0, JH) than Cor(f0, maxTy). We ran a series of two-tailed
paired sample t-tests (df = 43) to compare the means of these
distributions (p-values were adjusted by FDR). The results
showed that both Cor(f0, JH) and Cor(f0, F1) were signiﬁcantly higher than Cor(f0, maxTy) (FDR-adjusted p < 0.05).
The effect size for the t-tests as measured by Cohen’s d was
0.5 for comparing Cor(f0, JH) and Cor(f0, maxTy), and 0.52
for comparing Cor(f0, F1) and Cor(f0, maxTy); both are considered to be medium effect sizes, according to Cohen (1988).
Three separate LME models were ﬁtted by entering f0 as
the dependent variable, one of the three variables JH, maxTy
and F1 as the main effect and Gender as another ﬁxed effect.
By-speaker random intercept and random slope were also
included in the models4. In order to make the comparisons of
regression coefﬁcients meaningful, values of JH, maxTy and
F1 were by-speaker normalized in z-scores. The model formulas are as follows:
f 0  JH þ Gender þ ð1 þ JHjSpeaker Þ
4
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The regression coefﬁcients for JH, maxTy, and F1 were
5.08 (SE = 0.63), 4.2 (SE = 0.48), and 4.54 (SE = 0.51),
respectively.
3.3. Subset with uncorrelated tongue and jaw heights

Fig. 6. Articulatory and acoustic correlates of IF0. Each datapoint (circle or diamond)
indicates the correlation of f0 with each articulatory or acoustic parameter (JH, maxTy,
and F1) for one speaker. Filled circles indicate the individual correlation coefﬁcient for
one speaker was signiﬁcantly different from zero; unﬁlled diamond symbols indicate
otherwise.

f 0  maxTy þ Gender þ ð1 þ maxTyjSpeaker Þ
f 0  ð  F1Þ þ Gender þ ð1 þ ð  F1ÞjSpeaker Þ

Note that it would be problematic to enter JH and maxTy (or
F1) in the same model due to the strong collinearity between
the two variables. As Tomaschek, Hendrix, and Baayen (2018)
demonstrated in a computer simulation, two strongly correlated
ﬁxed effects in a linear model can result in a ﬁtted coefﬁcient
opposite to the true value. Fig. 7 summarizes the results of
the three models (each model represented in a column). Each
shaded circle represents the random slope of one speaker
superimposed on the main effect; the curved line is the probability density function ﬁtted to the random slopes of all speakers. The square symbols and error bars indicate the
coefﬁcient (slope) and 95% conﬁdence interval (+/ 1.96  st
andard error) of the main effect for each model. The patterns
shown in Fig. 7 are very similar to those in Fig. 6. Pairwise
comparisons with FDR correction revealed that the slopes of
JH were signiﬁcantly higher than those of maxTy (p = 0.02).

In the above section, we have shown that both jaw and tongue height were positively correlated with f0, with the mean of
Cor(f0, JH) signiﬁcantly higher than that of Cor(f0, maxTy).
However, previous results have demonstrated that jaw height
also highly correlates with tongue height in speech (e.g.,
Shaw, Chen, Proctor, & Derrick, 2016). Here, all 44 speakers
in our dataset showed signiﬁcantly positve correlations
between JH and maxTy (mean correlation coefﬁcient = 0.55,
SD = 0.09). Therefore, from the correlation analyses above,
we do not know how much of the variance of f0 explained by
jaw position is independent of the tongue and vice versa
(i.e., degree of collinearity).
Our ﬁrst attempt to distinguish the contributions of jaw and
tongue height to IF0 was to subset the data such that the JH
and maxTy components were relatively uncorrelated. Our procedure was as follows. For each speaker, a scatterplot of all
samples was mapped with JH on the x-axis and maxTy on
the y-axis, centered on their medians as shown in Fig. 7. Then
the data were apportioned by the four quadrants of this scatterplot. The ﬁrst and third quadrants contain the samples for
which higher tongue height is correlated with higher jaw height,
and vice versa. The second quadrant contains the samples
with higher tongue height and lower jaw height, and the fourth
quadrant, the samples with lower tongue height and higher jaw
height, that is, only those samples in which maxTy and JH are
no longer positively correlated (in fact, they were negatively
correlated). Separating the samples by the median has the
beneﬁt that exactly 50% of samples are distributed above or
below the median boundary and are unaffected by outliers.
This subset retained around 20 ~ 40% (mean = 26%;
SD = 4%) of the data for each speaker. Table 1 summarizes
the proportions of vowel tokens being allocated to each quadrant, averaged across all speakers (the numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviations). If the hypothesis that JH
contributes more to f0 then maxTy is true, we would expect
to see a lower f0 in the second quadrant than in the fourth
quadrant. Therefore, for each speaker, we deﬁned a new variable dF0q4-q2 as the mean f0 in the 2nd quadrant subtracted
from the mean f0 in the 4th quadrant. The hypothesis predicts
that dF0q4-q2 will be positive. The alternative outcome, that
maxTy contributes more to f0 than JH, predicts a negative
dF0q4-q2. Fig. 8 presents the result of this analysis; 31 out of
44 speakers had positive values for dF0q4-q2. A one sample
t-test showed that the mean of dF0q4-q2 was signiﬁcantly
greater than zero (p < 0.001); the effect size estimated by
Cohen’s d was 0.58 (medium effect). Therefore, the hypothesis
that JH contributes more to f0 than maxTy is supported.
3.4. Correlation analysis with subsets

Fig. 7. Coefﬁcients of LME models predicting f0 from one of the three variables JH,
maxTy and F1 as the main effect with by-speaker random intercept and random slope.
Each circle indicates the random slope of a speaker superimposed on the main effect.
Squares indicate the coefﬁcient of the main effect and error bar the 95% conﬁdence
interval.

A follow-up subsetting analysis repeats the same correlation analyses of Section 3.2 using only the subset of the 2nd
and the 4th quadrants in the JH:maxTy space (as the subsetting described in Section 3.3). Since the 2nd and 4th quadrants
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Table 1
Mean (across speakers) proportional distributions of vowel tokens in four quadrants. Numbers in parentheses indicate standard deviations (across speakers). Bold indicates the plurality
quadrant.
Vowels

1st quadrant

2nd quadrant

3rd quadrant

4th quadrant

i
u
ɪ
e
æ
ɑ
ɔ
ʌ

80.9 (9.5)%
93.3 (4.1)%
57.4 (9.8)%
8.3 (6.3)%
5.5 (4.1)%
4.2 (3.5)%
11.8 (7.5)%
5.6 (3.8)%

17.1 (8.8)%
2 (2)%
18.9 (6.7)%
12.2 (7.2)%
16.6 (9.5)%
13.2 (7.6)%
17.4 (11.1)%
2.2 (2.4)%

0.1 (0.2)%
0.2 (0.6)%
5 (5.3)%
41.9 (11.2)%
69.6 (11.3)%
72.5 (8.9)%
60.5 (13.5)%
55.6 (11.1)%

0.2 (0.7)%
3.7 (3.6)%
17.5 (7.2)%
34.8 (11.2)%
7.1 (3.6)%
8.1 (5.5)%
8.5 (5.2)%
35.1 (9.6)%

Fig. 8. A scatterplot of tongue height (maxTy) against jaw height (JH) for the speaker
M04, centered at the medians. The origin was set at the medians of JH and maxTy. The
2nd quadrant contains vowels produced with the tongue position higher than the median
and the jaw position lower than the median and the 4th quadrant shows the reverse
relationship. Because these do not follow the expected positive correlation shown by the
ﬁrst and third quadrants, these samples are relatively uncorrelated for tongue versus jaw
height effects.

contain the data in which the JH and maxTy components are
relatively uncorrelated (the 2nd quadrant containing samples
with higher tongue position and lower jaw position, and the
4th quadrant, samples with lower tongue position and higher
jaw position), if the jaw height contribution is dominant over
the tongue height contribution to f0, then the correlation Cor
(f0, JH) calculated with this subset will remain positive and
Cor(f0, maxTy) will decrease, as compared to those calculated
with the full dataset (shown in Fig. 6), and vice versa. Fig. 9
displays the results of this analysis. The signiﬁcance symbols
displayed vertically indicate whether the correlation of each
variable with f0 is signiﬁcantly different from zero. Signiﬁcance
symbols displayed horizontally indicate whether the two variables are signiﬁcantly different from each other. Recall that
the correlation coefﬁcients of Cor(f0, JH), Cor(f0, maxTy),
and Cor(f0, F1) calculated with the full dataset were all significantly higher than zero (Section 3.2, Fig. 6). When calculated
with this relatively uncorrelated subset, Cor(f0, JH) was still
signiﬁcantly higher than zero (p < 0.001), whereas Cor(f0,
maxTy) and Cor(f0, F1) were not (p = 0.2 and 1.0, respectively), as shown in Fig. 9 and supported by one-sample ttests. The means of Cor(f0, JH), Cor(f0, maxTy), and Cor(f0,
F1) with this subset were 0.11 (SD = 0.16), 0.04 (0.16)

Fig. 9. Distributions of quadrant 4 – quadrant 2 f0 difference (dF0q4-q2) across 44
speakers. Positive value dF0q4-q2 indicates the contribution of jaw height to f0 is greater
than that of tongue height; negative value, the opposite. Each ﬁlled circle represents one
speaker. One-sample t-test revealed that the mean of ‘dF0q4-q2’ across 44 speakers was
signiﬁcantly greater than zero (p < 0.001 ***).

and 0.00 (0.14), respectively. Two-tailed paired sample ttests with FDR correction revealed that Cor(f0, JH) was significantly higher than Cor(f0, maxTy) (p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.49)
and Cor(f0, F1) (p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.47).
To summarize, when we subset the data such that the jaw
and tongue heights are relatively uncorrelated, the effect of
jaw height on f0 remains, while the effect of tongue height on
f0 disappears, suggesting a greater contribution from jaw
height to IF0 than from tongue height.

3.5. Stepwise regression analysis

Our results of data subsetting all pointed to greater contribution of the jaw to IF0. However, the unven distributions of vowels in the subsetted data (as shown in Table 1) warranted a
further analysis to separate the contribution of the jaw on f0
from that of the tongue (and the other way around), namely
stepwise regression. This approach is similar to the directed
factor analysis in Maeda (1990), in which the total variance
of the vocal tract shape during speech was modeled as a linear
combination of independent factors associated with articulators, such that their effects could be added to or subtracted
from the total variance. We adopted this approach to model
the variance of f0 as a linear combination of the jaw height
and tongue height components. Speciﬁcally, for each speaker,
the tongue height effect on f0 was ﬁrst estimated by ﬁtting a lin-
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ear regression model, with f0 as the dependent variable and
maxTy as the independent variable. The estimated tongue
height effect was then removed (partialed out) from the
observed f0 values to obtain the residual variance of f0. Subsequently, we ﬁt the jaw height (JH) to the residual variance of f0
to obtain the remaining jaw height effect on f0 after the removal
of the tongue height effect, denoted as JH-maxTy. Similarly, the
remaining tongue height effect on f0 independent of the jaw,
denoted as maxTy-JH, can be calculated by ﬁtting maxTy to
the residual variance of f0 after the removal of the jaw height
effect. The hypothesis that the jaw height contributes more to
f0 than tongue height predicts a higher JH-maxTy than maxTyJH. Alternatively, if the tongue height contributes more to f0
than the jaw height, then maxTy-JH > JH-maxTy is predicted.
Fig. 10 presents the distributions of the remaining jaw
height effect JH-maxTy (left) and the remaining tongue height
effect maxTy-JH (right) for all 44 speakers (each circle or diamond symbol indicates one speaker); 29 of 44 speakers had
higher JH-maxTy than maxTy-JH. A two-tailed paired sample ttest showed that the mean of JH-maxTy (0.15, SD = 0.1) was signiﬁcantly higher than that of maxTy-JH (0.065, SD = 0.09)
(p < 0.001). Again, the hypothesis that jaw height contributes
more to f0 was supported.Fig. 11.
4. Discussion and conclusions
4.1. Prevalence and universality of IF0

Our study showed that IF0 is prevalent in American English,
with the majority of speakers (42 of 44) showing a higher mean
f0 in high vowels than in low vowels. In our correlation analysis,
42 of 44 speakers showed signiﬁcant positive correlations of f0
with F1 (Fig. 6); the two male speakers (M01 and M04; mean
f0 = 117 Hz and 134 Hz, respectively) with non-signiﬁcant correlations of f0 and F1 coincide with the two speakers who did
not have a higher f0 in higher vowels than in low vowels. It is
tempting to hypothesize that these two exceptional speakers
did not show IF0 contrast due to lower F0 range because, as
Whalen and Levitt (1995) pointed out, the effect of IF0 disap-

Fig. 11. Left: The remaining jaw height effect on f0 after the removal of tongue height
effect. Right: The remaining tongue height effect on f0 after the removal of jaw height
effect. Each circle or diamond symbol indicates one speaker.

pears in the lower pitch range. However, there were other
speakers who have even lower F0 ranges (than M01 and
M04) and yet still exhibit signiﬁcant IF0 contrasts. Also, an
LME model including speaker’s pitch range (coding each token
as either higher or lower than median F0 within each speaker)
as a ﬁxed factor did not show signiﬁcant effect of interaction of
speaker pitch range and jaw height or tongue height. A closer
examination of individual data did not ﬁnd a good reason
accounting for the absence of IF0 in these two speakers either.
A possible account is that both XRMB and HIRCD recorded a
large amount of continuous speech over a range of prosodic
contexts, and our analyses of IF0 treated all the uncontrolled
factors, such as speech rate, coarticulation, prosodic inﬂuence, etc., as unexplained variance (i.e., noise); if the effect
size of IF0 is lower than that of the noise, it will not be reﬂected
in our measurements. As shown in Ladd and Silverman
(1984), the effect size of IF0 was smaller in connected speech
than in the carrier phrase condition. Shadle (1985) reported the
IF0 effect differed in different positions of a sentence. Erickson
et al. (2017) hypothesized that, at prosodic prominent positions, the f0 lowering caused by jaw opening may be (partially)
cancelled out by the f0 raising effect of jaw protrusion. Perhaps
the range of (uncontrolled) prosodic effects shadowed the
smaller effect of IF0 for the two exceptional speakers. However, the fact that the majority of our speakers showed signiﬁcant IF0 effects even over variegated prosodic conditions
reveals the prevalence of IF0 in American English. Better controlled prosodic contexts employed in future studies may sharpen the ﬁndings in this study.
4.2. Articulatory correlates of IF0

Fig. 10. Correlations of jaw height (JH), tongue height (maxTy), and negated F1 (F1)
with f0, calculated with the subset in which tongue height and jaw height are relatively
uncorrelated. Signiﬁcance symbols displayed vertically indicate whether the mean of
each variable is signiﬁcantly different from zero. Signiﬁcance symbols displayed
horizontally indicate whether the two variables are signiﬁcantly different from each other.

Our results showed that both tongue height and jaw height
positively correlated with f0 for almost all speakers, with jaw
height slightly but signiﬁcantly more correlated with f0 than tongue height (Fig. 6). We then subset the data such that tongue
height and jaw height were relatively uncorrelated (Fig. 7) and
showed that the mean f0 of the samples with higher jaw position and lower tongue position was higher than the mean f0 of
the samples with lower jaw position and higher tongue position
for 31 of 44 speakers (Fig. 7). In correlation analyses calcu-
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lated only with the subset of data where tongue and jaw
heights were uncorrelated, the correlation of jaw height with
f0 remained signiﬁcantly positive, whereas the positive correlation of tongue height (as well as F1) with f0 previously seen in
the full dataset disappeared in this subset (Fig. 9). Our additional stepwise regression analysis conﬁrmed the ﬁndings in
the data subsetting analysis that jaw height contribution to
IF0 was signiﬁcantly greater than tongue height contribution
(Fig. 10).
4.3. Biomechanisms for IF0

Researchers have described physiological links between
the vocal tract and the larynx as likely sources of IF0 effects.
Such links have been predominantly ascribed to tongue movement in the literature, and related hypotheses such as tonguepull and tongue-compress mechanisms for IF0 have been proposed. Besides tongue-pull, some studies have noted the
mandibular contribution to f0, but reached conservative conclusions about the role that the jaw plays in IF0; two previous
studies (Fischer-Jørgensen, 1990; Zawadzki & Gilbert, 1989)
reported a higher positive correlation of jaw height with f0 than
tongue height, while one study (Pape & Mooshammer, 2006)
reported the opposite. Yet, none of the previous studies have
excluded the possibility that the observed agreements of the
jaw with f0 could be actually due to collinearity effects between
jaw and tongue height; i.e., that the observed tongue effect
could be partly due to the jaw. We employed three analyses
to separate the effects of jaw and tongue (on IF0) from each
other; all our results pointed to a conclusion that the mandible
plays a more important role in IF0 than the tongue. Our ﬁnding
supports the jaw-push mechanism (i.e., jaw lowering reduces
f0) recently proposed in Erickson et al. (2017): The complex
muscular connections between the mandible, hyoid bone,
and thyroid cartilage form the thyrohyo-mandibular chain.
Thus, a biomechnical consequence of jaw lowering by rotation
is backwards movement of both the hyoid bone and thyroid
cartilage (rotating around the cricothyroid joint), with an effect
of slackening the vocal folds, whereas jaw protrusion imposes
the opposite effect (lengthening the vocal folds). The interaction of these processes and their complexity open the possibility that idiosyncratic speech patterns may lead to exceptions to
the general IF0 pattern. Erickson et al. (2017) also noted that a
more direct test of their hypothesis could be accomplished
through decomposing jaw movement into translational and
rotational components, which requires tracking the jaw at two
locations. While both corpora adopted in this study do have
tracked jaw movements at two locations, the tracking of the
molar (see Fig. 1) in XRMB was unreliable due to its frequent
intersection with lingual pellets (Westbury, 1994: 39). The test
of the Erickson et al. (2017) hypothesis should be addressed in
future studies.
Intuitively, one might think of a straightforward way of separating the tongue and jaw effects by means of a bite-block.
With a bite-block that ﬁxes the opening of the jaw, the observed
tongue effect on IF0 can be free from the inﬂuence of the jaw.
In fact, bite-block experiments in Ohala and Eukel (1987) and
Mooshammer, Hoole, Alfonso, and Fuchs (2001) showed that
when a high vowel was produced with a bite-block (i.e., wider
jaw opening), the f0 was even higher than the same high vowel
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in normal conditions; this seems in conﬂict with the jaw-push
hypothesis. However, Ohala and Eukel (1987) explained that
when high vowels are produced with a forced jaw opening,
the tongue stretches upwards more than it normally would to
compensate, as evidenced in Lindblom and Sundberg
(1971)’s tracings, resulting in a higher f0 than in nonmanipulated high vowels due to a greater tongue-pull effect.
Therefore, bite-block experiments do not reﬂect natural interactions between the tongue and the jaw in their effects on
IF0. On the other hand, if the dataset is large enough, our
data-subsettting method can achieve the purpose of evaluating the tongue effect with a ‘virtually’ ﬁxed jaw position and vice
versa, without unwanted articulatory compensation. Using this
method, our results concluded that high vowels with a lower
jaw position were produced with a lower f0 than low vowels
with a higher jaw position for the majority of the speakers (31
out of 44) (Fig. 8).
It should be acknowledged that our results do not entail an
argument against the tongue-pull hypothesis. Although we
observed a greater jaw effect than tongue effect on IF0 in
the majority of our speakers, there was still a sizable portion
of speakers (13 of 44) who showed the opposite phenomenon.
The residual correlation of tongue height with f0 after removing
the jaw effect (maxTy-JH) was weak, but the mean (across
speakers) was still signiﬁcantly greater than zero (mean = 0.07;
t = 4.6; p < 0.000) (Fig. 10, right). Individually, signiﬁcantly positive residual correlations of tongue height with f0 were
observed in 20 of 44 speakers. Note that tongue-pull and
jaw-push mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. Here we
offer a dual mechanism hypothesis for IF0 such that: tongue
elevation facilitated by the posterior genioglossus raises f0
by a tongue-pull mechanism (Honda, 1995), whereas jawopening lowers f0 by a jaw-push mechanism (Erickson et al.,
2017). Assuming Honda’s version of tongue-pull hypothesis
is correct, we expect the tongue-pull mechanism to be more
active in non-low vowels, where genioglossus contraction is
more relevant. On the other hand, the jaw push mechanism
may apply across the whole vowel height range, but we do
not know at which point in a continuous jaw lowering the vocal
fold tension is affected; neither do we know whether the effect
of jaw push on f0 is linear or not. A reasonable speculation is
that the jaw push mechanism may be less effective for high
vowels such as /i/ and /u/ where jaw lowering is much smaller
in magnitude.
The dual mechanism hypothesis predicts gradient IF0 differences across the whole range of vowel height, which is supported by previous observations (e.g., Honda & Fujimura,
1991; Hoole & Mooshammer, 2002; Iivonen, 1989; Peterson
& Barney, 1952; Turner & Verhoeven, 2011; this study). This
view is also in line with the ﬁndings of Shaw et al. (2016),
who observed that an “inverse effect” of IF0 (the same vowel
produced with lower tongue or jaw positions in low tones)
was observed only in the vowel /ɑ/ among /i, ɑ, u/ in Mandarin,
and such tone-conditioned vowel variations were in better
agreement with jaw than tongue position.
4.4. Caveats and limitations

Of the several limitations that exist in this study, the most
critical is that both the EMA and X-ray microbeam techniques
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are limited in their measurements of the anterior vocal tract. At
least three hypotheses in the literature imply a correlation of
pharyngeal width with IF0, such as Rossi and Autesserre
(1981)’s advanced tongue root account, Ewan (1979)’s tongue
compression hypothesis, and Whalen and Gick (2001)’s tongue depth report, but such information (e.g., back cavity pharyngeal width) is not represented in our data. More holistic
measurements of the vocal tract, such as ultrasound imaging
or real-time MRI, are needed in future studies. Further, the
selected variable of the highest point on the tongue (i.e.,
maxTy) may not reﬂect the true highest point of the tongue
due to under-sampling of the tongue. However, to evaluate
the effectiveness of maxTy, we manually traced 815 tongue
images in another corpus of head-corrected ultrasound with
simultaneous EMA recordings (Tiede, Chen, & Whalen,
2019). We found that the median absolute difference (across
815 frames) between maxTy and the highest point on the ultrasound tongue contour (maxUSy) was only 2.06 (SD = 1.1) mm,
and the correlation coefﬁcient between maxTy and maxUSy
was 0.94 (p < 0.0001).
Lastly, we hypothesized that while the tongue-pull mechanism may account for the IF0 differences in non-low vowels,
the jaw contribution plays a more important role in IF0 in
non-high vowels. This dual mechanism hypothesis, although
supported by our current results, could potentially be further
tested were we to divide the data into non-high and non-low
vowels after subsetting the data, such that jaw and tongue
are uncorrelated; however, the number of tokens in the two
corpora we adopted was not sufﬁcient to warrant such further
subsetting.
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